Address

Contacts

Highway A1 Milano Napoli
Exit. Roma Sud –
Services Area Frascati Est

Tel. +39 0694400695 /
+39 0694400702

Second entrance:
Via di Vermicino 52 00044 Frascati RM

info@hotelromasud.com
hotelromasud.com

IF YOU REACH US BY PLANE
FIUMICINO AIRPORT (FCO):
From Fiumicino Airport (FCO) we suggest you take a taxi that approximately costs
80/100 €, or pre-book our transfer shuttle at 65€. Alternatively, take the Leonardo
Express train to Termini Station (every 30 minutes), the ticket price is 14€ and can be
purchased directly at the airport or in advance at www.trenitalia.com.
CIAMPINO AIRPORT (CIA):
From Ciampino (CIA) airport, we suggest you pre-book our transfer shuttle at 45€ or
take a taxi that approximately costs 50€, taxi rates are indicative as they are subject to
dynamic prices (night and baggage surcharge). The hotel has no economic interests in
either case.

IF YOU COME FROM THE HIGHWAY
FROM ROME – Grande Raccordo Anulare (G.R.A.):
Option 1: From G.R.A take exit n. 19 “Highway A1 Rome – Naples”. Exit at the Monte
Porzio Catone tollbooth, make an inversion and return to the motorway towards Rome.
Drive about 5 km and enter the “Frascati Est” service area. Keeping to the right for
about 150 meters, you will find direct access to the hotel.
Option 2: From G.R.A take exit n. 19 “Highway A1 Rome – Naples”. Exit at the Frascati
Ovest Service Area, leave the car at the car park and walk inside the Chef Express and
reach the hotel, which is located in the “Frascati Est” service area.
FROM FLORENCE:
From the junction of the A1 Milan-Naples highway, take the Roma Sud exit. Continue
for around 7km towards Rome. Enter the “Frascati Est” service area and keep to the
right for about 150 meters. There you will find direct access to the hotel.
FROM NAPLES:
From the junction of the A1 Naples-Milan highway, take the Roma Sud exit. Continue
for around 7km towards Rome. Enter the “Frascati Est” service area and keep to the
right for about 150 meters. There you will find direct access to the hotel.
GPS COORDINATES
41°49’57.9”N 12°39’22.8”E
41.832750, 12.656333

FROM THE CITY
BY CAR
From the city center take Via Tuscolana towards Frascati. Just before arriving in the
city, turn right onto Via Tuscolana Vecchia and follow it up to the intersection with Via
di Vermicino. Follow it up to number 52, which is immediately after passing under the
highway bridge. You will then find yourself at the secondary entrance of the hotel.
Park and enter through the pedestrian gate.
BY TRAIN
From the Rome-Termini station, take the train to Frascati (25 minutes), the train to
Cassino, or the train to Frosinone. Get off at the Tor Vergata stop (22 minutes). At the
arrival station, take the hotel shuttle (available on request) or a taxi to reach the hotel
in 5 minutes.
BY BUS
From the bus station of S. Giovanni there are several vehicles that stop at the center of
Frascati. Buses to Frascati also leave from Metro Anagnina. From the arrival station of
Frascati Centro take the hotel shuttle (available on request) or a taxi to reach the hotel
in 5 minutes. Follow it up to number 52, which is immediately after passing under the
highway bridge. You will then arrive at the secondary entrance of the hotel. Park and
enter the pedestrian gate.
GPS COORDINATES
41°50’00.0ʺN 12°39’19.2ʺE
41.833333, 12.655333

